Pueblo’s First Reverse Parade

Driving Safety
Severe weather can be both frightening and dangerous for
travelers. They can be especially dangerous for our elderly
community. Adults 65 and older are involved in more car
crashes per mile than all other age groups.
Allow extra time to drive from one place to another, slow down,
keep a distance of at least 3 car lengths, drive with lights on,
lower your gear, avoid using cruise control, try never to pass a
snow plow, don’t overestimate your vehicle’s ability to handle
winter conditions, don’t make sudden movements if you car
starts to slide, always make sure windshields are defrosted fully.

Pueblo will be having what is called a reverse
parade. That means you sit in the comfort of your
own vehicle and drive by the floats that are
stationary in the park. Bring your family for a day
of fun and show our local Veterans some support.
November 7th at 10:00 am Mineral Park Palace
Park

If your loved ones can no longer drive (especially in winter)
Visiting Angels can provide transportation to important places
like doctor appointments, grocery shopping, beauty salon and
more.

Call our office at 719.543.4220 for more information

The Great Debate………Turkey or Ham?
Some may think it’s blasphemy to suggest anything other that
turkey for Thanksgiving dinner, but many Americans actually
prefer ham. Turkey goes with popular sides like gravy and stuffing,
but ham is more versatile when it comes to leftovers.

What to be thankful for in the year 2020 may be
hard for some.
At Visiting Angels we are very thankful our clients
have remained healthy during the COVID crisis. We
are also thankful for the wonderful caregivers we
have.
Employing so many wonderful people who give so
much of themselves everyday leaves us amazed
and proud.

Whatever you choose, enjoy your Thanksgiving Day.

1st Thanksgiving was 1621
George Washington in 1789 made
a proclamation for a “Day of
Publick Thanksgivin”
In 1863 Abraham Lincoln enacted
that Thanksgiving would be
celebrated the last Thursday of
November
2628 N Elizabeth Street
Pueblo, Co 81003

Black Friday this year may be more of an
ONLINE Black Friday. Just make sure to stay safe
and shop local when you can. Visit an elderly
person this season, they can be lonely and need
a little company. Kindness is part of the holiday
season.

(719) 543-4220 Office

